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Maxwell's demon is a thought experiment created by James Clerk Maxwell in 1867 in which he 

suggested how the second law of thermodynamics might hypothetically be violated. In the 

thought experiment, a demon controls a small door between two chambers of gas. As individual 

gas molecules approach the door, the demon quickly opens and shuts the door so that only fast 

molecules are passed into one of the chambers, while only slow molecules are passed into the 

other. Because faster molecules are hotter, the demon's behaviour causes one chamber to warm 

up and the other to cool down, thereby decreasing entropy and violating the second law of 

thermodynamics. 

This mechanism implies the presence of an ‘intelligent agent’ (demon) that alters

the natural fate of the system…the issue is much more serious than a scientific

joke: almost totalityof biological explanations follow a ‘Maxwell’s demon’ style.



Regulatory elements (e.g transcription factors) recognize specific regions of DNA and

enhance (or repress) transcription. 

Recognition is an intelligent Maxwell’s demon-like activity.

These facts happen (e.g.enzymatic activities are based on recognition) but do not constitute

a satisfactory general explanation (as any Maxwell demon this kind of regulation asks for an 

‘extra added’ energy that restores second principle) for biological regulation. The huge energy

expenditure needed to take care simultaneously of tens of thousands genes and 

a simple ..matter of scale.. allow to understand why we need a different approach…..



A matter of scale (why finding a specific gene in the nucleus is more difficult

than finding a needle in an haystack)



The possible ‘expression patterns’ are limited by the ‘allowed folding states’

of chromatin (with only fine tuning open to specific regulation).

The very limited (in the order of hundreds out of the transfinite number of configurations

theoretically possible with tens of thousands gene each one potentially varying across four

order of magnitude of expression level) number of tissues in metazoans,  

each one corresponding to a very stable expression profile, mirrors this condition.

Genome level expression is driven by a ‘rugged landscape’:
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The most complete (and detailed) list of cell types encompasses 411 different

human cell kinds. Each cell kind has a very invariant gene expression profile.

This ‘invariant profile’ (minimum of a rugged landscape) encompasses general 

structuring of higher order chromatin structure, ‘local co-regulation’ of 

neighboring sites relates to ‘small changes’ within a given ‘cell-kind specific’ 

frame (motions on the bottom of the hole). 



Peripheral nuclear chromatin

transduces regulatory messages

coming from cell microenvironment



The ‘amount of co-regulation’ (fine tuning) decreases with increasing distance along

the chromosome (independently of the entity and nature of the stimulus).

(within the same cell-kind)
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The ‘tissue attractor’ is much stronger

than the organism individuality. 





Self-Organizing-Criticality (SOC)







Node degree = number of 

edges connected to a node

Average Shortest Path 

(ASP) = Average length of 

the

shortest  path connecting 

any two nodes of the 

graph.

Betweeness Centrality : 

Number of shortest paths

passing by a node.

……..
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At equilibrium gene

expression profile correlations

(cell-cell) are near to unity

At equilibrium

gene-gene correlations 

are relatively low 

(around 0.20-0.30 on average).

ROTATE

At tipping point (just before transition)

cell-cell correlation decreases and gene-

gene correlation increases.



When cell kind transition happens, motion does not involve only

‘peripherical’ genes (sand grains) but invades (domino/violin effect)

all the genome expression and provokes the motion of normally invariant

(near the identitiy line) genes…





The independence of the phenomenology of the transition from the particular

selected genes, suggests we can grasp the essential of the transition behavior

by means of collective descriptors of the degree of order of gene expression pattern.

But we need something more:



MOLECULAR FUNCTION HRGPC2MAX HRGPC2min EGFPC2MAX EGFPC2min GENERIC

transporter  5,9 5,6 4,6 4,7 4,2

translation regulator 0,7 0,3 0,4 0,4 0,3

cargo receptor 0,3 0 0 0 0

transcription regulator 7,3 5 7,9 10,2 5,2

catalytic 28,9 23,1 31,1 27 25,6

molecular function regulator 7 7,5 7,1 4 10,6

molecular transducer 4,9 7,2 6,2 4,4 10,3

structural 2,4 3,1 4,6 4,7 3,5

binding 35,5 32,2 33,6 29,9 34,3

BIOLOGICAL PROCESS HRGPC2MAXprocess HRGPC2minprocess EGFPC2MAXprocess EGFPC2minprocess GENERICprocess

cell comp biogenesis 0 0,7 0,8 1,5 1,1

cellular process 37,6 38 41,9 30,3 38,7

localization 13,2 12,2 13,3 11,7 10,1

reproduction 0,7 1,1 1,2 0 1,6

biological regulation 24,7 20,8 22,4 17,2 21,1

response stimulus 5,9 6,5 8,7 6,9 12,7

development 2,4 1,8 3,7 2,9 2,3

multi cellular organismal 7,3 7,5 6,6 4,7 10,7

adhesion 2,8 1,4 3,3 1,8 2,7

metabolism 30,7 22,2 25,3 29,2 20,1

cell proliferation 0,3 1,1 0,4 0,7 1,1

immune system 3,5 2,2 2,5 3,6 6

biological phase 0,3 0 0,4 0 0,4

rhytmic 0 0 0,4 0 0,4



Jorge Luis Borges: El Rigor de la Ciencia (On the 

Exactitude in Science)

.. In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection 

that the map of a single Province occupied the entirety of a City, 

and the map of the Empire, the entirety of a Province. In time, 

those Unconscionable Maps no longer satisfied, and the 

Cartographers Guilds struck a Map of the Empire whose size was 

that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it. 

The following Generations, who were not so fond of the Study of 

Cartography as their Forebears had been, saw that that vast map 

was Useless, and not without some Pitilessness was it, that they 

delivered it up to the Inclemencies of Sun and Winters. In the 

Deserts of the West, still today, there are Tattered Ruins of that 

Map, inhabited by Animals and Beggars; in all the Land there is 

no other Relic of the Disciplines of Geography.”

purportedly from Suárez Miranda, Travels of Prudent Men, Book 

Four, Ch. XLV, Lérida, 1658


